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Abstract
Any e-organization, whether it is commercial or governmental, requires a knowledge management support in
order to achieve optimal performance. Many of the technologies that serve the operations of such organizations
can also support knowledge management to facilitate efficient knowledge sharing and reuse. Thus, eorganizations should be at the forefront in the use of knowledge management. This paper examines systems of
knowledge management used in large organizations. The limitations of traditional organizational schemes are
examined, including the tie to the traditional pre-digital knowledge unit, the multi-page document. An action
research approach is taken towards the question of how we improve upon traditional approaches using the
technology available in conjunction with approaches arising from organizational research. A new framework is
described where knowledge is packaged into objects and classified by organizational performance roles and
goals. A prototype implementation of the framework was developed in order to test its feasibility. Evaluation of
the prototype suggests that the system could result in a more intuitive organizational framework that enables
workers to obtain appropriate knowledge support in a timely manner without the need for extensive search, and
also facilitates greater reuse and sharing of knowledge.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important parts of any organization, especially those that are or aspire to be e-organizations, is the
knowledge that employees acquire and apply to tasks during their working lives [20], [33]. Knowledge management
(KM) has arisen as the study of both organizational and technological approaches to support the necessary
knowledge distribution. The increase in businesses using distributed, virtual, and remote employees [1] has further
emphasized the need to incorporate technology to connect people and knowledge. Included in this trend is the
increasing globalization of corporations and the need to develop cross-cultural perspectives on knowledge. There is
a greater need for different organizations and businesses to communicate and share knowledge across
organizational boundaries. This includes internal boundaries between different functional units and external
boundaries to collaborating organizations and contractors that tend to have different knowledge cultures.
There has also been an increasing recognition of the social dimension of knowledge creation and management and
criticism of the traditional approach to KM [18], [27]. The so-called “water cooler” effect, in which important
knowledge is transmitted among people at social spaces, is often cited as an example of this. In this trend we are
specifically dealing with what is known as ‘‘tacit’’ knowledge [41]. The term relates to informally communicated
knowledge that is difficult to record into a formally structured document. Recently, there has been much hype around
Web 2.0 technologies that emphasize informal knowledge and resource sharing of the kind seen in collaborative
sharing sites such as Flickr and YouTube. The involvement of end-users in the categorization and review of such
content [21] is an important aspect that deserves to be considered within new approaches to KM.
It could be argued that many approaches to KM have not caught up with these trends. This paper will examine the
trends and implications for the design of KM support. It will consider the problem of knowledge silos in organizations
and the need for a new framework for dealing with knowledge in organizations, one organized around the needs of
the organization and its individual workers. The central question that motivates this examination is the potential for
developing an alternative model for digitally organizing knowledge- a model that is more user-centered and better
facilitates knowledge reuse and sharing.
KM is often characterized by the development of databases, repositories, and digital libraries that store the
documented ‘‘explicit’’ knowledge [41] of the employees of organizations. They are often seen as being tied to one
specific organization and utilize a cataloguing scheme customized to that specific organization. To retrieve
information and knowledge relevant to their job functions and activities, employees would browse or search a KM
database to find relevant documents. They would then browse the documents to identify items of knowledge within
them that look relevant to their current needs. The employees may start their own collections of relevant documents
either in the form of printouts or bookmarks, which they will organize with their own classification schemes. This latter
activity has developed into a new area of research referred to as personal information management [42]. Employees
will use their personal knowledge collections to supplement the knowledge they have internalized through learning,
and they will seek to add to the collections when they encounter problems where their internalized knowledge and
personal knowledge collections are not sufficient. An important additional source of knowledge is other workers, who
can help create shortcuts to solutions through their own internalized knowledge, collections, or experience of
searching the formal sources of knowledge.
While knowledge management systems (KMSs) have advanced over the years (e.g., the incorporation of methods
for handling tacit knowledge), most applications are still structured as searchable databases containing many pieces
of explicit knowledge (mainly in the form of documents). A number of problems can be identified in the operation of
KMSs:
1.

The Redundancy Problem: Knowledge is often duplicated in different repositories of knowledge or in
different documents within the same repository. These redundancies can confuse the knowledge seeker
and increase the time and effort in locating and making sense of the available knowledge.

2.

The Collaboration Problem: The use of technology is also often conceived in terms of individual support
rather than group support. For example, Paraponaris found that KM technology used in multinationals often
lacks collaboration space [34].

3.

The Access Problem: KM usually requires users to pull the information from the systems rather than have
the system push it to users when they need it. Having some element of context sensitivity in computer
support applications is seen as important.

4.

The Categorization Problem: The terminology used within documents and in the catalogue can vary and be
inconsistent with the end-user’s frame of reference. In some organizations specialized terminologies and
acronyms gain prevalence, and terminology can vary across cultures (e.g., cell phone vs. mobile phone).
This can make searching for and interpreting documents difficult.
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The Rationale Problem: There is not always supporting or validating information (i.e., the supporting
rationale, or empirical data) directly linked to the knowledge in a KMS.

Many of the deficiencies noted above are related to the lack of user-centered design [31] in the construction of
KMSs. The designer’s conception of a user is often that of an individual who needs to be fed officially sanctioned
knowledge from the organizational hierarchy. Treating people as passive recipients of technology has not benefited
companies in the way they might have anticipated [28], [29]. A user-centered design approach seeks a greater
understanding of how people operate in their day-to-day work; it seeks to mold the technology into facilitating people
in reaching their goals.
One example of research seeking to take a more user-centered approach is the work of Ye and Fischer [45]. They
have investigated using digital tracking of work processes to identify the need to push the right knowledge to the right
users at the right times. Employees do not always know when they need information and they may not know what
search terms to use to find a relevant knowledge object. Creating computer systems that can monitor work facilitated
through computers can enable active KM that determines a need on the behalf of the employee.
Researchers in several areas are investigating how the process of seeking knowledge can be made more efficient.
There is substantial research into dealing with conceptual and terminological differences in knowledge
representations through the development and use of knowledge ontology [12]. Ontology research seeks a way to
cross reference different terms and concepts, to enable software to distinguish different meanings implicit in
document titles and content. The development and use of metadata standards and tools is another important trend in
this regard [26]. Knowledge systems often include some rating and recommending systems to help users determine
the relevance and quality of a particular knowledge source [36]. All this research seeks to guide users to the most
appropriate knowledge and reduce the time they spend searching.
All of the above research involves refining and supplementing existing frameworks of KM. The research can bring
some improvement to the existing model of KMS organization, search, and storage. It does not address the
fundamental model for KMS, which is essentially derived from the pre-digital age, and is based on a relatively small
number of authors and publishers who determine the importance of knowledge and how it should be packaged within
documents and other media. The packages are then arranged in collections that are ordered by specialist librarians
according to organizational frameworks that they determine to be logical. However, the digital domain allows mass
authorship, mass publishing, mass review, and multiple co-existing levels of packaging and cataloguing. These
phenomena are at the heart of what some people refer to as Web 2.0 [43]. This potential has yet to be fully
investigated in research and there is a need for alternative theoretical frameworks that facilitate this approach to
knowledge.

2 Methodological approach to framework development
In examining the concept of a framework, Wong and Aspinwall [44] argue that a distinction should be made between
KM frameworks and KM implementation frameworks. They note that this distinction is already established in the
general information systems (IS) literature, where there are frameworks focused on conceptual understanding of IS
[4], [32] and frameworks guiding implementation [6], [22]. Likewise in the KM literature, it is possible to identify
frameworks that seem to address the question of ‘what is,’ and to identify implementation frameworks that address
the ‘how to’. An early example of a ‘what is’ framework is Nonaka and Takeuchi [30]; there are now a number of such
frameworks, which are reviewed in Rubenstein-Montano et al. [38].
Wong and Aspinwall [44] provide a thorough review of implementation frameworks in KM. They argue that the
development of implementation frameworks provides a strong foundation and theoretical underpinning to guide
organisations in the successful use of KM ideas. They note that although there are currently few examples of
implementation frameworks, they can be categorized into three types. The first type is a ‘systems approach’ that
uses diagrams or visual representations to provide a model of what a system should incorporate (e.g., [24]). The
second type is the ‘step’ approach, which outlines a set of steps to be followed in the implementation process (e.g.,
[46]). The third is a combination of the two. In addition, it is possible to have a hybrid of the systems and step
approach.
In this paper the implementation framework can be categorized as a ‘systems approach’ that uses visual
representation. It is a framework that offers a new perspective on how knowledge should be packaged and
catalogued. Unlike much other work on frameworks, in addition to a description of the framework, a software
prototype that serves as a working model for the system is created and subjected to a qualitative evaluation.
In order to better understand the existing model prevalent in large organizations and to provide grounding for the
development of a new framework, an action research approach has been adopted [13]. Action research is one of a
number of qualitative methods of research that have gained both increasing acceptance and importance in computer
research, which has been traditionally dominated by quantitative and empirical methods. Avison, Lau et al, [2] note
the particular strength of action research is that “research informs practice and practice informs research
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synergistically’; they note five information systems development methods that have resulted from this research
approach (e.g., the MULTIVIEW development methodology [3]).
There are several models for action research [35]. The most basic model involves three simple steps: identifying a
problem, developing an intervention that is seen as resolving the problem, and then evaluating the success of the
intervention. In relation to technology, software prototyping is the preferred approach that fits in with the action
research model, due to the cost of a full-scale intervention and the uncertainty of success. In action research the
emphasis is on the study of the problem situation and innovativeness of the intervention. It is seen as an important
approach in the study of real world problems that do not easily lend themselves to empirical investigations in a
laboratory. In particular, it is important that the evaluation be done in the context of real world practice; evaluation
with real world practitioners on real world problems is preferable to a purely artificial lab-based evaluation. It is
important to obtain people’s reaction to the intervention and not merely test if it is technically functional.
The three steps of action research are not necessarily done in a linear sequence; an iterative approach is more
usual. The research reported in this paper took place over a period of three years from 2003 to 2006, during which
there was continuous investigation of current practice and development of prototypes. Three working prototypes
were developed and evaluated prior to the construction of the final prototype described in this paper. The work was
funded through the U.S. Army research office and managed by the U.S. Army Training and Support Center.
Meetings were held every three months with a review group of up to ten practitioners from both the military and
industry, who validated our investigations and facilitated access to practitioners.
In identifying the nature of the problem, visits were undertaken to ten separate U.S. military/government units and
commercial contractors that analyze and share knowledge about operational performance. Typically these units are
called in when there is perceived to be an inadequacy in operations that needs to be addressed. Examples of this
kind of situation include increased debt problems among recruits, high drop out rates in specialist courses, or poor
operation of communications equipment despite having trained operators. The units would be charged with
investigating the root causes of the problem and recommend solutions that would overcome them. Similar units and
specialist individuals are likely to operate in all organizations and there is a growing consultancy industry built around
analyzing human performance problems in organizations [37].
During the course of our research we had access to thirty detailed analysis reports that covered non-classified
performance problems within the military. The methods used in the problem analysis (e.g., gap analysis) and many
of the problems dealt with are common to any large organization (e.g., maintaining air conditioning, developing
leadership courses); relatively few were specific to the military. In addition to the methods, we were particularly
interested in studying how knowledge derived from analysis was communicated, stored and archived.
The project involved close collaboration with the U.S. Coast Guard’s Human Performance Center, the U.S. Navy’s
Performance Center, and the project’s main sponsor, the U.S. Army Training and Support Center. In addition,
several specialist meetings and conferences were attended to investigate how knowledge was shared and accessed.
Access was provided to both the Army Knowledge Online and the Navy Knowledge Online systems. The author also
participated in meetings of the Advanced Distributed Learning initiative. This organization was in the process of
framing solutions to the sharing of electronic content within the more specific area of e-learning, which in its general
definitions encompasses knowledge as well as traditional course content.
After analyzing the problem and drawing on research from a number of areas (including metadata, digital libraries,
software engineering, and organizational analysis) a new theoretical framework for implementing Web-based
systems for knowledge collection and organization was developed and a concrete example constructed in the form
of a fully operational software prototype. This enabled the investigation of the framework’s potential in actual
practice. This prototype was evaluated both in lab-based usability testing and in a field test involving experienced
professionals working on a real project with the U.S. Coast Guard.

3 Problem Situation: Knowledge Sharing in Large Multi-faceted
Organizations
From the investigations of current knowledge sharing in the U.S. government/military sector, it was apparent that
much knowledge tends to be communicated in traditional documents- in particular, PowerPoint presentations
containing large numbers of slides are a surprisingly prevalent form of knowledge communication. These are
traditional documents that are, in fact, packages of a number of separate pieces of knowledge having more or less
relevance to different types of readers. The organizational structure of the document is often determined by the type
of study that generated the knowledge or the type of professional that led its creation. Thus research, operational
analysis, performance analysis, white papers, and strategy documents will result in different types of titles,
packaging, and internal headings. This makes it difficult to identify needlessly duplicated or interrelated knowledge
within different documents created by different departments in large organizations. Those seeking to extract
knowledge from the document must understand the perspective of the document creator as much as the domain
being dealt with in the document. There are likely to be redundancies and inefficiencies resulting from this. Object
packaging, an alternative approach to document level packaging, may mitigate this problem.
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When documents containing knowledge are put on the Web, problems locating knowledge can ensue. Separate
branches of the U.S. military have developed solutions to this problem utilizing centralized online stores, in particular
Army Knowledge Online. This system is primarily document based and is ordered according to a structural analysis
of the document categories. On more than one occasion we were told about documents relevant to the project and
then had to obtain their exact navigational paths, as we were not able to retrieve them through navigation or search.
The number of documents, and their organization in terms specific to the organizational culture, makes it difficult for
newcomers or outsiders to access and share in the knowledge contained in the system. Once documents were
found there was no standard organizational structure, so finding the same information in documents from different
units required understanding the unique organizational structure used in each document. In one instance, crucial
information was missed on several readings, only to be discovered in an appendix.
Many organizations employ a variety of professionals who are trained in different departments of universities and
exist within separate units of the organizations. These professionals often evolve their own ways of communicating
and use independent methods, terminology, and tools. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon with three possible
professional groups.

Figure 1: Horizontal Silos
Ideally, if a problem occurs in a large organization (e.g., during the design of a new product for an aircraft
manufacturer) all groups that are involved in providing human support would look at the problem together and create
a single shared analysis in a standard data format. More usually, the solutions developed are delivered in separate
digital formats in separate systems that employees must negotiate. Thus, e-learning might be available in learning
management systems and other knowledge only available through traditional classes. Documentation may be
available in a central digital repository or KM system, and it may also be scattered as links throughout a variety of
Internet and intranet web pages. Employees must negotiate the separate systems in order to compile the knowledge
that they need to deal with day-to-day operational problems.
Perhaps a more important problem for efficiency and effectiveness in organizations is the potential existence of
vertical silos of problem handling within organizations. Vertical silos (see Figure 2) exist when groups who determine
the need for a new solution (e.g., equipment, training, and procedure changes), groups who design and construct it,
and groups who evaluate its effectiveness work independently of each other. Analysis is a key to breaking down
silos, as it lays the groundwork for both the solution and its evaluation. When these three processes are not
connected, solutions may be developed without a clear rationale (provided by quality analysis), and subsequently
widely used without justification (provided by careful evaluation). Connecting the relevant knowledge requires a
common standard reference point and a single IT system to support the whole development lifecycle.
In working over a number of years with the U.S. Department of Defense and specialist units in performance analysis,
it was noted that the KM problems referred to above were resulting in great inefficiencies [16]. It was apparent that
individuals all over the country were working to improve various aspects of the same performance. These
performance analysts operated in isolation and shared little knowledge, thereby creating a sub-optimal organization.
Sub-optimizations arose both from a lack of knowledge sharing and from the duplicate creation of knowledge (e.g.,
solving the same problems), along with the duplicate development of solutions to those problems. For example, the
Navy, Coast Guard, and Army run their own fleets of ships, all of which encounter similar performance problems. Yet
their problem analysis units work in isolation and use completely separate KM systems. Such inefficiencies not only
occur across organizational boundaries, but also across time. For example, at a conference on government
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knowledge sharing, a Coast Guard analyst reported going over the reports on previous major hurricane disasters
and noting that very little knowledge carried forward, with each report containing the same analysis and conclusions
as the previous ones.

Figure 2: Vertical Silos

4 Developing a New Approach: An Implementation Framework and
Web-based Software Prototype
From the study of the problem situation it was clear that an efficient electronic means of organizing and sharing
knowledge had to move beyond purely digitized versions of the traditional document. Research into disaggregation
or granularization is relevant here [7], [8]. Document disaggregation and granularization require dismantling
documents into digital objects, which are more specific, standardized, and easily searchable than complete
documents. A given document may cover a range of separate issues and findings, and have knowledge components
that are important to some users hidden among many irrelevant knowledge components. Knowledge components in
some documents may also have important relationships to components in other documents, even though the title,
the purpose, or the majority of the content may not seem relevant. Document granularization requires ensuring that
each individual digital object does not lose meaning when removed from the context of the overall document. At the
same time, granularization allows the implicit meaning of each object to be made explicit through object-level
metadata. Each object will need to be fully contextualized in its own right, such that any given object can be linked
back to or re-assembled in, the context of the original document.
In the digital learning domain the move from large packages to collections of reusable and sharable objects is
apparent in the U.S. military’s Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative’s Sharable Content Reference Model, or
SCORM (Site 1). SCORM has gained some acceptance as a more general learning technology standard. The main
goal of SCORM was to minimize inefficiencies in the development of military e-learning systems. Before this
initiative, when the Navy bought a new helicopter it would also build a sophisticated e-learning system to support
training of the people who would operate and support the helicopter. If the Army then bought the same helicopter,
despite it only having 10%-20% variation from the Navy helicopter and being a different color, the Army would have
purchased a completely separate e-learning system that most likely utilized incompatible technology. SCORM
provides technical standards to allow interchange of digital learning content. The object approach requires that the
training systems be divided into a number of well-defined components. Under this scheme if the Navy buys an elearning system for its helicopter which has, for example, 1,000 SCORM objects, then the Army should be able to
reuse the majority of these and only develop the 100 or so that cover the unique aspects of their equipment. The
idea behind SCORM is being extended to a number of other areas. For example, the technical documentation
community is developing standards to enable similar ideas of reuse and sharing (Site 2).
A test bed has been created to merge these separate standards for e-learning and technical documentation, given
that there is often a great deal of overlap in the knowledge they capture (Site 3). This approach is an attempt to
break down the horizontal silos that often exist between those who create solutions to support the performance of
organizations and solution providers in separate organizational units. Both SCORM and S1000D deal with
knowledge in specific delivery context (training or technical documentation). Although merging the knowledge
representation of these solution providers removes one set of horizontal silos, there are still a number of others in
play (e.g., human factors, equipment procurement) and there is also still the problem of vertical silos to deal with.
There is scope for a more general framework not tied to a specific knowledge delivery framework, which includes all
forms of knowledge relevant to a specific problem. In order for such a framework to work, there must be a more
generic approach to organizing knowledge.
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The emerging field of performance improvement (Site 4) seeks to break down the “silo” approach to problem solving
in organizations based on organizational research. It is an interdisciplinary field sharing many concerns with
organizational psychology and operations research. Performance improvement advocates a solution-neutral, whole
systems approach to studying performance with a single front-end performance analysis that is not tied to a specific
solution type. Performance improvement views a lack of appropriate knowledge and the need for learning as just one
of many causes of performance deficiency [19], [39]. Often problems lie in the information flow to employees, the
tools and equipment used, and the consequences established for good and poor performance [5], [11], [19], [39]. For
this reason, performance analysts who seek to solve organizational performance problems conduct thorough
analyses of the factors affecting employee performance and often recommend multi-faceted solutions. Performance
improvement consists of five major activities:
1.

Identifying an organization’s goals and defining what determines successful attainment

2.

Analyzing data to identify gaps between the desired attainment and the current state

3.

Determining possible causes of such gaps

4.

Selecting the appropriate solutions to address those causes

5.

Evaluating the extent to which the chosen solutions are effective in achieving attainment of the goal

Clark and Estes [9] describe an example of a performance analysis effort. They present a case study illustrating that
data-driven analysis leads to better solutions for performance improvement. The study describes a computer
hardware manufacturing company that was experiencing a decrease in productivity and an increase in assembly
mistakes/damaged goods. A new assembly process was established to address these problems and until production
data revealed otherwise, most people thought it was a smooth transition. In reality, no performance gains were
achieved. The client suggested that the lack of increased productivity was due to inadequate training during the
transition to the new production process and recommended that employees receive training. Upon further analysis, it
was determined that the problem was not employee knowledge or skills. Data collected through focus groups,
document reviews, and interviews indicated that workers were not receiving critical parts for the new assembly
process. In addition, there was a lack of communication between employees (regarding production activities). After
the implementation of process and human performance-oriented solutions, errors were reduced by 43 percent,
productivity increased by 31 percent, and on-time deliveries increased by 46 percent. The suggested training
solution would have wasted resources, and without a thorough analysis, performance would have likely remained
unchanged. This example highlights the importance of conducting quality performance analyses.
An important concept used in performance improvement is that of alignment [25]. This involves establishing the
strategic goals for the organization and then ensuring that process, team, and individual goals are aligned to the
organizational goals. While organizations often spend a lot of time defining high-level goals in the form of a mission
statement, it is not always made clear to employees how what they do specifically contributes to the attainment of
these goals. In an aligned organization, each individual and team will have clear work goals measured by clear
metrics. Individuals will be able to trace how their personal goals contribute to team and process goals, and how
these in turn contribute to the attainment of the organizational goals.
This process of alignment and goal identification forms a useful and unexplored mechanism for knowledge
organization with KM systems. In addition, a visual modeling technique based on UML Use Cases [14] is one means
of assisting in the visualization of the specific performance roles and goals active in an organization and how they
are aligned with higher-level process and organizational goals. Based on the study of the SCORM approach and its
emphasis on the use of granular objects to facilitate reuse and the performance-oriented approach to analysis
problems a new framework is for implementing KM is recommended. The defining features of this framework can be
outlined as follows:
•

A human performance orientation to problem solving. Thinking on performance problems should be focused
on outcomes and not be dominated by those trained in a particular solution type.

•

Object thinking throughout the process. Knowledge of problem analysis, design, and evaluation should be
standardized, componentized, and shared in the same way as envisaged for digitized support solutions
(e.g., SCORM objects).

•

Collaboration. Problems should be solved by cohesive teams (including actual performers) supported by
collaborative information environments. The web is used to maximize careful scrutiny at the early analysis
stage.
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•

Visual modeling. Graphical models can illustrate concepts and relationships among performance roles,
goals, processes, and unit missions. These form the basis for collaborative brainstorming and an
organizational structure for reusable knowledge.

•

Rationale management. Decision points in a process are justified by a rationale that describes which
alternatives were considered and the criteria on which decisions were made.

•

Configurability. In general, performance improvement practices are likely to benefit from giving those
involved the freedom to use the skills they have learned through experience rather than locking them into a
specific methodology. In a configurable system there is flexibility in methods but standardization of the
knowledge storage format.

•

Integrated system of IT support for the entire lifecycle. There are lots of IT ‘systems’ available that support
various stages of the performance improvement process (e.g., authoring, learning management, KM, HR
systems). What is needed is an integrated system of systems to support the continuous improvement of
performance. In particular such a system needs to include support for up front analysis and evaluation.
Such a system would also need to include repositories of reusable and sharable knowledge to support
greater efficiency in the performance improvement process.

Web-based Software Prototype Based on the Framework

Figure 3: Net-PI system showing a performance role goal model
Figure 3 illustrates an example diagram embedded in the Net-centric Performance Improvement (Net-PI) System
[16], [40]. The prototype was intended to provide a proof-of-concept for the framework described in the previous
section. The Net-PI prototype demonstrates how performance analysis, support, and evaluation of knowledge can be
delivered directly to relevant individuals through cataloguing all knowledge around a model of performance goals
within the organization. The specific example represents the goals of someone occupying the role of “operator” for a
specific piece of equipment. Job titles and high-level goals such as complete routine maintenance inspectors are
broken down to more specific goals that have a few clearly defined performance goals associated with them. A
multimedia walkthrough of this system can be found in the Projects area at Site 5:
Three types of users are envisaged for this system: knowledge specialists, performers, and stakeholders. Specialists
include analysts, solution developers, and evaluators, who will create the core knowledge objects within the system.
Knowledge will be founded on the initial work of the analysts, who will create new projects that incorporate analysis
of roles and performance goals. Performers are representatives of the roles being analyzed; they cannot create
knowledge objects, but they can provide commentary on the validity of the knowledge. (Is the analysis correct? How
well do the solutions work?) Stakeholders include the supervisors of the performers and those who are dependent on
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the services the performers provide. Their main role is to provide commentary on the effectiveness of the performers
and the support provided to them.
Each goal in the system is associated with objects contained in stores. At the core of the Net-PI system is a
database with three interrelated stores:
1.

The first store is of problem analysis knowledge. This is in the form of analysis objects, each of which
includes a definition of a work goal, measures of its attainment, possible causes of problems, and
recommended solutions (training, new equipment, change in methods) that can help an individual achieve
the goal with greater success (see table 1). A collection of objects can be linked into a more comprehensive
report, but they are indexed and accessible separately within the system.

2.

The second store is a collection of digital solutions (or documentation of non-digital solutions) that aims to
enhance the attainment of a specific performance goal. The actual solutions are not necessarily stored in
the same database, but a link to where they are stored is provided.

3.

The third store is evaluation knowledge. This is in the form of evaluation objects, each of which includes the
results of a study that measures the attainment of the relevant performance goal with or without the use of
one of the solutions contained in the second store.
Table 1. Elements of an Analysis Object

Data Element

Description

Example Data

Performance
Goal

The desired achievement, result, or
output that occurs at the individual level

Primary Role

The individual performer who is the focus
of the performance analysis process
Other roles that interact with the primary
role to achieve a performance goal
Describes the desired performance at the
individual level required to reach
organizational goals

Secondary
Role
Optimal
Performance

Gap Statement
Indicators

The difference between desired
performance and current performance
Quantifiable criteria for a performance
goal

Cause

Statement of proposed root cause that is
inhibiting optimal performance

Recommended
Solution

Statement of a proposed solution that
corrects the root cause

Related Object
Links

Unique identifiers of any digital solutions
that are reused or created subsequent to
the analysis and any relevant evaluation
studies
Additional information provided that
complies with an established metadata
standard

Metadata

Travel Administrator completes travel requests in
a manner that is satisfactory for both the traveler
and the organization
Travel Administrator
Traveler
Process completed
No errors in processing
Organizational regulations are adhered to
The traveler is satisfied
Processed within three days
30% of travel transactions not meeting optimal
performance goal
Time to complete
Error requiring correction during processing
Errors identified during auditing
Traveler satisfaction survey
The computer system has a difficult-to-use
interface
Travel requests received with little notice
New staff not given enough time to adjust
1. Request computer system usability
improvements for next release
2. Create computer system job aid
3. Recommend travel training be included in new
employee orientation
4. Create incentives for early submission of
travel requests
Travel Training PowerPoint
Travel Request Processing Checklist
Travel Regulations Guide
Author of object, date of creation, etc.

All three of these data stores are interlinked and can be augmented by threaded discussions about the quality and
implications of each object. The discussion is open to performers and stakeholders in the particular role and goal
being analyzed, supported, and evaluated. This, in effect, creates a collection of tacit knowledge related to the core
formalized performance knowledge (the analysis object), and uses a single understandable organizational framework
to guide the respective people to the appropriate knowledge. All workers charged with contributing to given
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performance goals access knowledge relevant to their goals directly in the knowledge system. They do not have to
find the knowledge by searching and sifting through documents that cover general areas of performance and may or
may not contain knowledge relevant to their specific goals.
The framework provides mechanisms for knowledge sharing across unit and organizational boundaries. Common
goals that extend across different units or rely on cross organization collaboration can be shared. Thus, picking up
on the helicopter example used earlier, maintenance technicians in the Army and Navy can access the same
analysis describing optimum performance and have a single link to the learning objects and documentation to assist
them in attaining their maintenance goals.
Figure 4 provides an architectural overview of the Net-PI prototype. It is predominantly intended to break down the
silos illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Net-PI packages the key lessons from analysis and research into digital objects
that are organized by operational roles and goals. Analysts and researchers can submit a new analysis object each
time they study someone in a specific role attempting to achieve a specific performance goal. In doing this the
system can check and alert the user if there are prior analysis objects that they can build upon or reuse. The system
addresses the problems outlined in the introduction as follows:

Figure 4: Connecting Knowledge Objects
1.

The Redundancy Problem: In this system, rather than having analysis and evaluation knowledge distributed
in separate documents in separate stores, all analysis knowledge must be registered on one system
according to the performance role it addresses rather than the study type or the unit that initiated the
knowledge development. Likewise, all suggested solutions for enhancing a particular performance goal
must be related to the analysis that determined its need and any subsequent evaluation that provides data
as to its efficacy.

2.

The Collaboration Problem: Collaboration is an integral part of the Net-PI approach. The community of
stakeholders in the particular role/goal (trainers, practitioners, supervisors, and researchers) can easily find
relevant knowledge and discuss, critique, or utilize the knowledge as required.

3.

The Access Problem: Rather than search for information relevant to a role and goals, users will register into
the system based on the roles and goals they perform within the organization. This places knowledge
access in a work performance context, with a customized view of the available knowledge that is relevant to
users’ personal performance goals. Various technologies could be used in conjunction with Net-PI to allow
the direct push of information to users. For example, given knowledge of an individual’s work role and
location (determined by GPS or RFID) it would be possible to customize menus on a mobile device to
access knowledge relevant to the activities he or she is likely to be carrying out.

4.

The Categorization Problem: Roles and goals, unlike job and unit titles, are often consistent across similar
organizations. For example, radio operator is a common role that will be taken by a large number of people
with many different job titles in all branches of the government service. It is also possible that knowledge
mapping and ontologies may be easier to create for more granular units of knowledge that they would be for
many-faceted analysis documents which cover a range of different issues within them.
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The Rationale Problem: All solutions must be registered in the same location, allowing a one-stop center for
the relevant performers to identify solutions. With the interlinking illustrated in Figure 4, employees can, if
required, see the associated objects containing the rationale for why a solution was developed (analysis)
and its validation in the form of any evaluation studies carried out. In addition, community commenting and
rating is linked to each object giving additional information potential those who could potentially use the
solutions

Figure 5 gives an overview of the software architecture used in the prototype. It is based on the use of the model
view controller pattern. The knowledge model is built around three database repositories; each object in the
repositories has a unique identifier and each object references the unique identifier of its related objects. Thus, an
analysis object would reference any performance support (e.g., learning object) that was created to solve the
problem identified and each performance support action would reference any evaluation carried out upon it. The
system reuses components from shared services; for example, log on and collaboration features are provided by
Microsoft SharePoint collaboration services. These are used in conjunction with custom created services such as
diagram creators. What the user sees (as illustrated in Figure 3) is only one view of the system. Figure 5 illustrates
that it is possible to have completely customized views of the same data stores. In this case, a Navy and Coast
Guard front end is illustrated. Although the view and services may be different, the underlying shared data is the
same.

Figure 5: Software Architecture

5 Evaluation
Two levels of evaluation were carried out on the prototype. Formative usability testing occurred during the
development and summative field testing was completed using the full system on a real project being conducted by
U.S. Coast Guard personnel. The evaluation aimed to determine applicability and appropriateness of the prototype.
Evaluation of the prototype included visual modeling as well as correlated user support.
The formative evaluation involved three data collection methods: individual tests, observation, and a post-test
questionnaire. Data was collected from the twelve participants in two ways: 1) one-on-one tests and 2) review
questionnaires. The sources for this evaluation included three professional analysts from the U.S. Coast Guard, two
graduate students with experience in professional level analysis, and seven undergraduate students. The
undergraduate students served to represent a performer or stakeholder who did not have specialist knowledge of the
analysis methodology behind the system. We wanted to establish that the system was operational without a high
degree of specialist knowledge. Although the numbers used in the evaluation seem relatively small, it has long been
held that it is possible to identify the majority of usability problems with a small sample. Some have argued this
number to be as low as 5. An empirical study by Faulkner places the optimal number between 10 and 20 [17].
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During the one-on-one tests, each participant was given the same scenario and set of operational tasks to complete
with the prototype. For the individual tests, the moderator reviewed the purpose of the evaluation test and the
background of the prototype, and described the scenario for each participant. After each participant completely
understood the objectives for testing, the participants received the same set of tasks. They then began entering data
into the following components using information derived from a real military Front-end Analysis project. The task
involved the following activities:
•

Login

•

Entering Project Details

•

Building an Analysis object

•

Generating a report

•

Making the object ready for reuse

All the test subjects were able to complete the operational tasks they were given. After each one-on-one review of
the prototype, each participant completed a questionnaire with evaluation probes, the results of which can be seen in
table 2. This was intended to measure whether their perception of the experience of using the software conformed to
what was observed on the test. It is desirable that the software not only be efficient to use, but that the user feels
comfortable in using it.
Table 2. Evaluation Questionnaire Results (Five Point Scale)
Evaluation Probes For Navigation
User knows where he/she is in the environment.
User knows where he/she can/should go next.
Users can return to specific pages on return visits to the site.
Evaluation Probes for User Control
It is easy to recover from navigational errors.
The user has the opportunity to review content (return to previously visited pages or
sections).
Users can easily select or choose their own path through the system.
Evaluation Probes for Consistency
Symbols or headings are used consistent throughout the site.
Words or actions are used consistently throughout to mean the same thing.
There is a standard convention used to identify key areas of the site.
Evaluation Probes for Motivation

Avg. Score
4.2
3.9
4.4
4.4
4.8
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.3

Features in the site grab the user’s attention.

3.5

Attention is maintained throughout screens in the site.
The system represents or supports the work environment.
Evaluation Probes for Recognition
Clear labels and descriptions are given to help users find their way back from where they
came.
Visuals are consistently included to help users.

3.9
4.3
4.1
4.4

The evaluation revealed several categories of findings. New users had few problems with the prototype. The nonpractitioners (undergraduate students) also had very little trouble using the prototype even though they had no prior
knowledge of what the prototype was for and regardless of whether they had prior experience with performance
analysis. Overall, the results were good and few problems had to be corrected.
There were a number of interface elements that were improved due to the results of the tests. Users had some
trouble identifying submenu bars because they did not stand out from other text on the page. For example, on more
than one occasion, users spent several minutes studying the page for the data entry option they wanted. The
prototype allows users to enter only five data elements at a time, which was limiting. To add more data, they had to
save their work, select the data element again, and then click an “add” button. Because several software engineers
worked on the prototype, there was a degree of inconsistency throughout the prototype. For example, one of the
submenu bars informed the user that data was available to them while the other submenu bar did not. These
problems were corrected on the version of the prototype that went forward into field testing.
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For field testing a research associate from the project shadowed two professional analysts from the U.S. Coast
Guard’s Performance Technology Center (PTC) as they used the prototype throughout a real project analyzing the
maintenance needs of a new boat engine that was going into service (Honda BF225 FEA Project). The main
objective was to determine the relevance of the prototype and the likelihood of its adoption. The prototype’s main
function was to facilitate knowledge reuse and sharing, but if the process of knowledge capture was more onerous
than current methods, analysts would be resistant to its use. The two PTC analysts working on the FEA project had
worked on numerous PTC projects.
Data collection involved three methods: individual review, observation, and questionnaires. Individual review
consisted of PTC analysts reviewing the prototype and providing feedback. Evaluators used questionnaires to collect
data regarding each analyst’s reactions to the prototype. Observation consisted of project research associates
watching the PTC analysts as they conducted a focus group of the Honda BF225 project stakeholders, where
accomplished performers (AP) organize and validate goals and tasks involved in the engine’s maintenance. Finally,
to get an idea of the PTC analysts’ reactions, a questionnaire was sent to those who worked on the Honda BF225
project regarding the compatibility of the prototype with their knowledge acquisition process.
Field testing is often difficult because it can be disruptive to the normal work process. The goal was to collect
meaningful information on prototype viability and efficacy while minimizing both disruptions to Coast Guard analysts
and demands on PTC time and resources. The field evaluation scope included demonstrating proof-of-concept on an
actual project. The output of this project was not intended to be a production-level application. However, one result of
the field evaluation is that stakeholders are able to more clearly envision what features or feature refinements a
production level application should include, thereby making adoption of the concepts behind the prototype more
likely.
First, the analysts commented that the prototype’s visual models are useful for summarizing data graphically and for
navigation. Additional inquiry could provide an even more helpful visual model such as a graphic linkage of
recommendations to findings, which could help analysts identify causal patterns, enabling them to predict
recommendations earlier in the analysis and make more accurate diagnoses.
A second feature identified as making adoption more likely is the integration of third party software, which was done
in the Generic and Navy prototypes. The Coast Guard uses a synchronous text-based discussion tool called
GroupSystems to collect performer data and to reach consensus on major goals and tasks. The version of
GroupSystems used by the Coast Guard at the time of the study exports data as Microsoft Word documents, but not
in XML. Future versions are likely to adopt XML, which will enable data converters to extract relevant data and
automatically transfer it to the Net-PI system. Without such conversion, manual transcription would be required. The
lack of interoperability of different tools is a common problem in the IT industry. The wider adoption of the XML
standard is likely to reduce this problem in the future [10]. In other parts of the prototype we were able to
demonstrate successful integration of third-party software features. In particular, the prototype’s collaboration
services were derived from those provided by Microsoft’s SharePoint.
A third identified feature that would make adoption more likely is the creation and integration of customized screens
for collecting raw analysis data. The Coast Guard FEA process is based on a specific methodology (based on
Harless [23]). This process relies on a number of data collection worksheets. The worksheets were not recreated as
additional screens in the prototype because of copyright restrictions; however, it is likely that the Coast Guard,
having purchased the worksheets, could reproduce them as Web-based forms. They could also reproduce them as
Microsoft Word, Excel, or InfoPath forms that generate XML data for use by the prototype.
Comments about the current prototype indicate PTC analysts would find a fully developed system based on the
prototype useful in the field since it streamlines their data collection and automatically generates reports. It also
provides for digital storage of project data, enabling analysts to compile, share, and reuse analysis knowledge. The
seamless integration of Harless worksheets, GroupSystems data, and the features in the FSU-LSI prototype could
provide a start-to-finish tool for Coast Guard analysts covering the entire analysis process- project planning,
collection of raw data, diagnosis, and storing of analysis knowledge (in a granular form) for optimal sharing and
reuse. The same structure that is used in performance analysis subsequently serves as the access structure for the
performers themselves.

6 Conclusion
Having completed this work, we are now looking at how the underlying architecture has more general applicability for
knowledge sharing. Rather than facilitating knowledge sharing in large organizations such as governments and
militaries, we are interested in how it can facilitate large networks of independent small organizations. In particular,
we have looked at networks of small non-profit organizations and networks of globally distributed usability test
laboratories [15].
The efficient and effective collection and dissemination of knowledge necessary for workers to continuously improve
their activities is a very important issue for all organizations. KM has been constrained by the traditional approaches
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to communicating knowledge in documents with limited distribution (published in specific journals or unit specific
document repositories). The results of any study only affect operations if relevant people are aware of the
document’s publication, where to obtain it, and how to extract the relevant information and convert it into operational
activities (e.g., a change in training procedures).
The Internet provides a means of radically re-conceiving the way knowledge is created and disseminated within
organizations. In addition to the constant need for new research and operational analysis, new approaches to
organizing, vetting, and channeling the resulting knowledge to those that need it are required. This paper has
described one such new approach based on a performance improvement/object framework. The Net-PI prototype
demonstrates the feasibility of creating new KM systems using this scheme. Because it granularizes knowledge and
organizes it by organization performance goals, rather than organization structure, it can facilitate easier browsing for
performance support and push technologies. It can facilitate sharing across organizational boundaries where
performance goals are shared (e.g., ship maintenance in the Army, Navy, and Coast Guard) and within
organizational, boundaries (e.g., among training, human resources, and documentation professionals). The
evaluation of the prototype suggests that such a system can be integrated into the current work practices of those
analyzing performance and developing knowledge sources to support workers. It promises to support the work of the
analyst while at the same time eliminating unnecessary duplication of both analysis and solution development both
with and across organizational boundaries.
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